PREPOSTEROUS   PRAISE
Returning heavy through the August sheaves
Against the setting sun, who gladly smells
His supper from the opening door, is he
Not happier than these melancholy kings?
How good it is to live, even at the worst!'
Of Phillips's next volume, it must surely have been the
voice of Mr. Lewis Hind that said, 'How should lan-
guage express more!     It has an almost physical effect
upon the reader, in the opening of the eyes and the
dilation of the heart.'     Of 'Herod', William Archer said
it was  'the elder Dumas  speaking with the voice of
Milton', while of Paolo and Francesca^ W. L. Courtney
wrote that 'in Mr. Phillips we possess one who redeems
our age from its comparative barrenness in the higher
realms of poetry', and Mr. Owen Seaman that *we are
justified in speaking of Mr. Phillips's achievement as
something without parallel in our age.'     'There was a
time', said John Lane, in an interview after the poet's
death, 'when ten thousand copies of a volume by Stephen
Phillips would be subscribed for before publication/    *I
should imagine', he added, 'that such a demand was never
before experienced by any poet.     Probably at no period
has poetry been so popular—not even in Tennyson's days/
The time was to come—and that at no distant date—
when the poet who spoke like the elder Dumas with
the voice of Milton, the poet 'unparalleled in our age',
came to walking wearily about the streets of London
hawking his poems for shillings  to anyone charitable
enough to buy them.    Once, it is recorded, he went
into the office of the Penny Illustrated Paper with a poem.
He  was  asked  how  much  he  wanted  for  it.    *Five
shillings, I suppose/ was the reply.    They gave him a
sovereign, but suppressed the poem.
In June, 1913, Lane in a letter to a doctor at Croydon
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